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In the establishment of certain seedling seed orchards, a mass selection is made among wild trees, and then wind-pollinated seeds of the selected trees are collected. The progeny are grown in the orchard and rogued according to their own and their families’ performance. Those that are retained become seed producers for commercial plantings and are treated to maximize yield.

If a certain number of wild trees \((N_i)\) can be reasonably well examined, how many of these should the breeder choose in the first stage of selection and how many of the progeny should he cull in the second, to obtain a given final seed orchard density with maximum gain per unit cost? The answer to this question depends partly on how effectively the mother trees can be selected. If the appropriate heritability for woods selection is low, then selection following number of seedlings per plot and an appropriate number of blocks. If, to avoid inbreeding, only one individual per family is allowed to remain within a breeding block, the effect of any within-family selection is limited, additional gain constant for all family selection allocations. This gain is maximized by including as many seedlings within families as spacing restrictions permit. Following the initial woods selection of a proportion, say \(p\), of the wild population, each family would be grown in each block on single-tree plots or small family plots. After performance has been assessed and family plots have been thinned to a single-tree, a proportion of the plots, say \(p\), in each block will be allowed to produce seed. The final, completely culled orchard is thus conceived as being composed of as many breeding blocks as required for seed production, and with each block containing freely intermating, unrelated trees that have survived culling on the basis of their own as well as their parents’ and half-sib family’s performance. As the blocks are culled independently, the mixture of families will probably vary from block to block in the final orchard.

The distribution of genetic values, except for the mean, is expected to be largely regenerated by mating the woods trees to produce orchard seedlings, and hence selection in the first stage would not be expected to affect variances of the seedling generation greatly. If selection in the second stage is on the basis of an index, however, there are some complicating effects of first-stage selection on the variances used to derive expected second-stage gains. At woods heritabilities less than 0.8 these would be negligible, and therefore the selection stages can be treated as essentially additive. Total genetic gain is thus formulable as:

\[
G = \mathbf{1}_{4} \mathbf{h}^2 + \mathbf{1}_{4} \mathbf{h}_2^2
\]

Where \(\mathbf{1}_{4}\), \(\mathbf{1}_{2}\) = selection differentials of the first and second stages, \(\mathbf{h}^2\), \(\mathbf{h}_2^2\) = standard errors of the tree value in the two stages, and \(\mathbf{h}^2\) = heritability “coefficients” applicable to the respective stages.

If the second stage will be based on an index including the mother tree’s performance, the open-pollinated and presumably half-sib family mean, and the individual’s own performance, the weights for each index item would be calculated as:

\[
\mathbf{w} = \mathbf{c} \mathbf{g} \mathbf{x} \mathbf{y}^{-1} \mathbf{g} \mathbf{x} \mathbf{y}^{-1} \mathbf{c}
\]

Where \(\mathbf{g} \mathbf{x} \mathbf{y}^{-1} \mathbf{g}\) = vector of covariances between the phenotypic measure \((\mathbf{g})\) and genotypic value of the individual \((\mathbf{x})\) (Henderson, 1963).

Therefore, the index \(I\) = \(\mathbf{w}^T \mathbf{x}\), where \(\mathbf{x}\) = the vector of phenotypic values, and hence \(\mathbf{V}(I) = \mathbf{w}^T \mathbf{V} \mathbf{x} \mathbf{x} \mathbf{w}\). Since heritability can be defined on this index basis as:

\[
\mathbf{h}^2 = \frac{\mathbf{V}(I)}{\mathbf{V}(I)}
\]

And \(\mathbf{Cov}(I, g) = \mathbf{Cov}(g, w) \mathbf{x}\)

Then \(\mathbf{h}^2 = 1\), \(\mathbf{h}^2\), and \(\mathbf{g} = \mathbf{w}^T (\mathbf{x} \mathbf{x} \mathbf{w}) \mathbf{w}\).

The values of \(\mathbf{h}^2\) and \(\mathbf{g}\) are assumed to be essentially constant in any program.

When the costs of the various stages of the program are computed, a linear model for the total cost may be constructed. That is, the cost for each stage probably would be approximately proportional to the number of trees or families handled in each phase. This assumption is accurate only at high numbers. Noting that it will be used here as a working model. The total cost will be proportional to:

\[
\mathbf{C} = \mathbf{N} \mathbf{C}_1 + \mathbf{N}_1 \mathbf{C}_2
\]
where \( N_i \) = the number of wild trees examined, 
\( p_i \) = the proportion of wild trees selected 
and \( C_1, C_2 \) = the per-unit cost of first- and second-stage tests, respectively.

It may be assumed that the cost for each of the original wild trees examined can range between a low of \$0.00004 (Zordania, North Carolina State University, personal communication) to \$0.03 (Szilik, University of British Columbia, personal communication) and up to as high as \$0.50 (USDA Forest Service, unpublished data). The second-stage costs would include the expense of planting and thinning more seedlings than are used for commercial seed production and for measurement and analysis. If the value of extra seedlings for increased precision and intensity of selection or for assurance of sufficient seed is not included, the second-stage costs may vary from a few cents to hundreds of dollars, depending on how many extra seedlings per plot and how many extra family units are planted but not actually used for seed production. Therefore, \( C_2/C_1 \) may range from fractions of around \( \frac{1}{2} \) up to values in the hundreds or thousands.

From equation (1) and the definitions of index selection gain given above, the expected gain per unit can be formulated as:

\[
\frac{\Delta G}{C_1} = (h_1^2 \sigma^2_1 + h_1^2 \sigma^2_F)(p_i - p_r) \frac{1}{C_1}
\]

with the constraint that \( p_i \cdot p_r = \text{constant} \) and therefore \( q = [p_i - p_r] = 0 \), where \( p_r \) is the fraction retained after the second-stage selection. While this function does not necessarily reflect a true economic evaluation of the cost-return function for breeding, it may serve as a reasonable guide for allocation of breeding effort. More complicated cost-return functions that include time costs are direct extensions of these results.

The cost function is maximized by equating to zero the partial differentiation of \( \frac{\Delta G}{C_1} - \lambda (q - p_i p_r) \) with respect to the culling levels for the two stages. In this equation, \( (q - p_i p_r) \) is the constraint function and \( \lambda \) is the Lagrangian multiplier. This is a standard optimization technique and is detailed in any advanced calculus text. The differentiation results in independent solutions for maximization of the gain/cost function with respect to the allocation of test materials into points and replications. The latter allocation is optimally determined by equations such as those of Marcus (1949). The solution of the above differentiation implies that:

\[
\int_{\lambda_i} h_i b - h_i a \int_{\lambda_i} (Z_a - Z_b) = \frac{C_2}{C_1 + p_r C_2} Z_a Z_b \int_{\lambda_i} \frac{C_2}{C_1 + p_r C_2} Z_a Z_b
\]

where \( \lambda_i \) and \( \lambda_r \) are the heights of the ordinate of the normal curve at truncation points \( a \) and \( I \). The pairs of \( a \) and \( b \) values to be tested in the equation are graphed in Figure 1 for various levels of final selection intensities. For a final selection proportion of \( q \), the normal deviates would have to be truncated at pairs of \( a \), \( b \) values defined by the curves. E.g., for \( q = 0.01 \), truncation points for the normal deviates \( a = 1.5 \) and \( b = 1.05 \) would give \( p_i = 0.067 \), \( p_r = 0.147 \) and \( p_i p_r = q = 0.01 \).

This solution is satisfactory if the allocation of plant materials does not result in the possibility of significant inbreeding by selection of more than one member of any single family in a breeding block. Since the possibility of inbreed-
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Figure 1. — Truncation points which sequentially produce final selection proportions (q) of 0.1, 0.01, 0.001 and 0.0001 in an independent, bivariate normal distribution.
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Figure 2. — First-stage selection proportions.
The decrease in the utility of selection following testing is less drastic at high cost ratios, but there are limits in the cost ratio beyond which no testing is feasible for maximizing gain per unit cost. In actuality, sib testing costs are expected to be low and to be offset by seed production benefits; hence, the cost ratios will often be small.

If it becomes feasible to decrease the time to flowering significantly — as by cultivation, fertilization, or irrigation — the precision of the sibling tests may be affected. If no such speeding possibilities exist, the above calculations are sufficient for the situation. However, the breeder may be faced with choosing between a quicker seed yield and a more precise second-stage selection. A new optimum level of selection will have to be found according to the relative decrease of $H_1$, by the ratio of time factors $t_2 \over t_1$ or other appropriate economic functions of time costs.

Also, the variance ($\sigma^2 P_j$) of the progeny test may be increased by confounding interaction effects caused by the flowering treatments, in which case a heritability factor ($h^2_e$) would enter into the gain formulation (equation 2) and into the $n_{ij}$ part of the optimizing equation (3). Both factors would therefore tend to increase the selection intensity of the first stage.

If the heritabilities listed by Campbell (1964) for various growth traits are a guide, a reasonable heritability for such traits appropriate for woods selection might well be around 0.10. If the progeny test plantings can raise the heritability for family selection to 0.5, the following calculations can be made according to the formulas given previously on the basis of $\sigma^2 P_j = 1$:

$$
\begin{align*}
\sigma^2_{x_i} & = 1.00 \\
& | 0.05 \\
& | 0.05 \\
0.05 & | 0.20 \\
& | 0.025 \\
0.05 & | 1.00 \\
0.025 & |
\end{align*}
$$

where $x_i$ = mother tree phenotypic value

$\bar{x}_{ij}$ = half-sib family mean

$x_{ij}$ = individual seedling value

The index ($u^2z$) would be:

$$
0.040 x_i + 0.101 x_j + 0.083 x_k
$$

The value of $s_j$ would be 0.1188. With these figures inserted into formula (3), the optimum selection proportions for a cost ratio ($C_p/C_e$) of 1 would be approximately (0.06, 0.17) for first- and second-stage selections, respectively, for a final combined selection intensity of 0.01. If the selection is on the order of 20 out of 2,000, the per-unit gain/cost ratio is 177.

It is instructive to note that the gain/cost ratio for other allocations of selection intensity for these same parameters is not very bad within the neighborhood of the optimum selection. In the breeding situation described above, selection proportions of 0.1, 0.1, respectively, give a gain/cost of 175. Allocations much different, say 0.02, 0.5, do however result in a significant loss in gain/cost, down to 165.

**Summary**

The allocation of selection intensities in a seedling seed orchard program can be optimized on the basis of gain per unit cost. Ordinary maximization procedures result in equations that can be solved for the proper selection intensities under given heritability and cost conditions for any desired final selection intensity. The solutions indicate that, as cost ratios rise, reliance should be increasingly placed on selection of suitable trees in the woods, rather than on selection following sib testing.
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**Introduction**

Results of correlation analyses of the phenological data of Pinus sylvestris L. provenances grown in Minnesota with the object of determining the nature of variation in the species have been discussed in a separate paper (Khalil, 1968). The conclusion was made that clinal variation exists from north to south with reference to (1) the number of days after April 15 to the time of the maximum rate of height growth, (2) the number of days after April 15 to the cessation of height growth, and (3) the total height in early age. The variation was non-clinal with respect to the remaining eight growth characteristics.

Clinal variation from west to east was found only for two characters, viz. the number of days after April 15 to the commencement of height growth and to the time of the maximum rate of height growth. The variation was found to be non-clinal with reference to the remaining nine growth characteristics studied.

Clinal variation with altitude was found to be absent for all the eleven characters studied.

These results show that a large part of the variation in the species is non-clinal, discontinuous or ecotypic, result-